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The Rose Café; 101 Best Restaurants
By Chef Jason Neroni and restaurateur Bill Chait

March 1st, 2016, Los Angeles California;
The Rose Cafe, the long-awaited project from chef Jason Neroni and restaurateur
Bill Chait, is finally opening — or rather reopening — its Venice doors Tuesday 
for breakfast, lunch and quick service. They're pretty impressive doors, it should 
be said, which open through a giant painting of a rose and into a massive 
compound of a restaurant.

As you may remember, particularly if you live near the Rose Avenue location of 
the restaurant and feel strongly about the issue, the original Rose Cafe closed 
about eight months ago. Long both neighborhood hangout and local landmark 
— the original Rose Cafe opened in 1979 — the reboot of the restaurant, 
unsurprisingly, caused some backlash. 

Also unsurprisingly, the new Rose Cafe is kind of stunning. Neroni, who is also chef at Catch & Release in Marina del Rey (and who 
has two pizzerias in New York City) and Chait (Bestia, Republique, Broken Spanish, Catch & Release and others) have assembled a 
team of cooks, bartenders, pastry chefs, bakers and managers that to properly recognize would make this sound like somebody's
Oscar speech. 



Two of the more important members of that team, at least for many in the neighborhood, are the original owners of the restaurant, 
Kamal Kapur and Manhar Patel, who are partners in the new project. "It's a major blooming of the Rose," said Kapur the other day, 
looking around the new space. Also returning are about two dozen staff members of the old cafe, and Neroni says that more have 
found jobs within Chait's Sprout L.A. company. 

Also on the new team: Julian Cox and Nick Meyer, 
who are overseeing the bar program, and bar director 
Casey Irving; wine director Nathaniel Munoz (110 
selections, about 2,500 bottles); and pastry chefs 
Jacob Fraijo, Christina Hanks and Katherine 
Benvenuti (who is also pastry chef at Catch & 
Release). There's also a big coffee bar, overseen by 
Ruth Valdez, which will have not only espresso drinks 
but Verve nitrogen-infused cold brew on tap.

That team is running a compound that will seat some 
240 people throughout a main dining room; a beer 

garden patio; a bar that includes counter, standing room and communal seating; and another large outdoor patio. 

"I've been working on this for two years," Neroni said recently, looking over all that space like a weary general, albeit one lightly dusted 
in pizza flour. 

Jonathan Gold's 101 Best Restaurants

Neroni's menu features the market-driven food we've come to expect from him, and he's going all-out at the new restaurant, given its 
scope. The opening menu includes dishes that span breakfast, brunch and lunch: burrata beignets with candied tomato jam; Brussels 
sprouts with fried egg and kale pesto; polenta and sausage ragu with over-easy eggs; lamb schwarma pizza; fried oyster omelets with 
remoulade and Tabasco butter; bagels with smoked fish (both made in-house) with caviar cream cheese; and red quinoa with 
pumpkin seed guacamole and roasted vegetables. One could go on, as the breakfast and lunch menus are massive.

(Dinner will start the first week of December, and includes dishes such as: yakitori bone marrow with toast, fermented turnips and 
herb salad; a whole chicken with Little Gems and charred bread; and oxtail lasagna with ricotta, Castelvetrano olives and tomato 
butter. Again, one could go on.) 

Neroni has been able to ratchet up his market-driven food, given what's inside that enormous open kitchen. "This is the mother ship," 
is how Neroni puts it. The Rose Cafe has some 42 offerings in the deli and pastry cases that greet you, more or less, when you walk in 
the doors. These cases, not unlike those at Republique, will flip to house cheeses and a raw bar at night. (The deli cases, by the way, 
are also a purposeful reminder of the old Rose Cafe, which was known both for having them and for the volume of food that went
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through them.)

Now for the kitchen geeks among us. The equipment in the open kitchen that's at the center of the restaurant was custom-designed
by Anaheim-based Hestan for Neroni. There's also a Berkel for the charcuterie program (all made in-house except for one Kentucky-
made prosciutto); a Texas-made J&R rotisserie grill (the wood is oak and almond); a large Italian-made wood-burning oven for pizza 
and other items; flattops that heat to 1,000 degrees; a massive steamer from Spain; a MIWE three-deck, self-proofing oven that's on 
wheels, just in case; a tilt skillet; a steam-injecting oven where Neroni can poach 300-400 eggs at a time; three walk-ins; two ice 
machines; a cold and hot smoker (that's actually outside); and some pasta-makers and other gadgets that Neroni probably forgot 
about in that surfeit of riches. 

All of the above is jigsawed into a space that is about 5,000 square feet inside and 3,000 outside, which doesn't include the 50 parking 
spaces. And to decorate that space? Artist C.R. Stecyk, who used to come to the original Rose Cafe as a kid, has created an installation 
of his prints that date to the Dogtown days of the neighborhood. There's also a vegetable and herb garden. And, eventually a fire pit in 
that beer garden ("because you're in Venice," says Neroni). 

If you're concered about you or your order getting lost in all this, Neroni and his team have thought of that. There are table trackers, 
gadgets that look kind of like too-big TV remotes, that will track you so that your servers can find you. These go on tracker mats, 
made from vintage Venice post cards. (Yes, we think this all sounds a lot like something from "Mockingjay," too, but that's a good 
thing.)

These match nicely with the neon-colored skateboard wheels in which your check will be presented. Because, again, you're in Venice. 
Welcome back.

The Rose Cafe, 220 Rose Ave., Venice, (310) 399-0711, rosecafevenice.com.
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How Refrigeration Changed the World and Might 
Do So Again
By Vikas Dutta

San Francisco March 1st, 2016; Can a basic scientific invention bring down the modern civilizati-on? It is not a military attack, or more 
indirect means like blocking the internet and telephone lines (though that will leave many people wondering what to hold or what to 
do with their thumbs) or disrupting the financial system. It can be as simple as shutting down the refriger-ators.

How the fridge, many will ask. Whatis unique in the device standing quietly in a corner of most homes, and does not seem much



before more flashier appliances, 
including those in the kitchen itself, like 
microwaves, ovens, or kettles. But there 
is one crucial difference. All of them heat 
things but it cools (and preserves) them. 
So to use a contemporary idiom, it 
succeeds by being cool.

As author Tom Jackson says, the fridge is 
something of a “Boo Radley” character, a 
significant character from the late Harper 
Lee’s iconic “To Kill a Mockingbird”, as “it’s 
normally pale, frequently indoors, seldom 
though about much but always there, and 
in the end (spoiler alert) we need it to 
make everything all right”.

But how, you will ask again. As this book 
shows, this is because a fridge is only a visible 
embodiment of a crucial technology – which 
not only enables it, or freezers down at the 
supermarkets, or air conditioners, but makes 
it capable of being “a gas factory, a rocket engine, 
a server farm and even a fusion bomb” and be “used to dig holes, make dams, track subatomic particles, image the brain and feed half 
the world (without chilling food, either)”.

But this technology didn’t happen automatically or overnight – as we learn, it involves a long tale of the human endeavor to make 
sense of what heat and cold are, discover they are opposing phenomenon (it may now seem obvious but wasn’t far from easy) and
enable techniques to employ them at will. Heat and light may have been under human control for now but the battle over cold is just 
a century old – which makes it “clearer why paleolithic man had little trouble torching a wooden stick, but had to wait several dozen 
millennia before he could put an ice-lolly on it”.

The complicated story is told here with compelling insight but simply and accessibly – and with characteristic British wit (as the 
above quote indicates) – by Jackson, a Bristol-based science writer who “specializes in recasting science and technology into lively 
historical narratives”.

This is above all not a history of the fridge – which doesn’t appear till chapter 8 of the book’s 12 chapters – and though the book begins



with cooling technologies used in the ancient Middle East, Southeast and East Asia, it deals more with chemistry and 
thermodynamics, or understanding matter and energy, and entropy, or the constant universal struggle between order and chaos.

And Jackson ably brings out the intelligence and the 
perseverance that marked man’s attempts to understand 
his world and master its environment, despite the 
missteps, and involves a veritable galaxy of profound 
thinkers, alchemists and scientists – Plato and Aristotle,
Paracelsus, Francis Bacon, Robert Boyle, Rene Descartes, 
Galileo, Blaise Pascal, Issac Newton, Joseph Priestley, 
Antoine Lavoiser, Gay-Lussac (of the gas laws), Michael 
Faraday, Fritz Haber and many others.

Even Albert Einstein makes an appearance, inventing a 
new (but complicated) type of refrigerator, along with
Leo Szilard, otherwise known for playing a crucial role in 
figuring out the chain reaction of nuclear fission that 
made the atom bomb possible and Jackson dryly remarks 
that “never has a pair of novice refrigerator salesmen had 
such an impact”.

But the author doesn’t limit himself to famous scientists, also showcasing more obscure thinkers and inventors, businessmen like
American “Ice King” Frederick Tudor, and historical characters like medieval French kings and popes that were involved with 
refrigeration. Even Swami Vivekananda turns out to have a connection.

Don’t get overawed by all the science promised, it is explained most lucidly, and leaves you impressed with the human intellect’s 
achievements. It might also make you treat fridges with more respect! (IANS)

Oscartek Display Refrigeration – Wall Grab n go, Chocolate 
humidity control cases


